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Observation of an optical Wannier-Stark ladder
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We report the observation of an optical Wannier-Stark ladder in a linearly chirped Moire´ grating, written in
the core of an optical fiber. The use of photons avoids the strong excitonic interactions encountered in more
traditional experiments using charge carriers in semiconductors.@S1063-651X~98!06402-2#

PACS number~s!: 42.25.Bs, 42.81.Dp, 78.20.Jq
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Wannier-Stark ladder~WSL! is a concept with a dis-
tinguished pedigree. Briefly, in 1959 it was proposed th
retically by Wannier to exist in crystalline solids subject to
uniform electric field@1#. The essential elements of the WS
are illustrated in Fig. 1. Consider first Fig. 1~a!, which shows
schematically three trajectories of a charged particle~solid
lines! in a uniform electric field. The field is indicated by th
linearly varying potential, using the dashed line. A partic
initially traveling to the right is decelerated by the field a
is reflected at a position that depends on its initial ener
Figure 1~b! shows how charged particles in a periodic pote
tial in addition to the uniform field can undergoBloch oscil-
lations: Consider a particle that is just being reflected by
uniform component of the field. Since it is momentarily
rest, its associated de Broglie wavelength, which is invers
proportional to its momentum, diverges. Upon being acc
erated to the left in Fig. 1~b!, its momentum increases an
thus the de Broglie wavelength shrinks. Eventually the
Broglie wavelength reaches the Bragg wavelength associ
with the periodic component of the potential. The particle
then Bragg reflected and travels to the right. Traveling to
right, it is decelerated by the field, until it is reflected by t
linear component of the potential. The process then rep
itself. Thus, in a periodic potential with a uniform electr
field the particles’ trajectories are closed: They are locali
in periodic orbits, in which they are reflected by the unifor
field on one side@as in Fig. 1~a!# and by Bragg reflection on
the other. Translational symmetry implies that there wo
be a ~Wannier-Stark! ladder of such states, exhibiting th
WSL’s defining characteristics: Adjacent states are displa
by a lattice constant and the spacing in energy between
jacent states equals the potential drop per period@1#. We note
that in Fig. 1~b! the Bragg reflection can be considered
originate from a sideband of the potential, spawned by
potential’s periodic component.

Since Wannier’s original work, research has develop
along two different lines. The first has concentrated on
nature of the WSL rungs. It has raised considerable con
versy @2–4#, which only recently seems to have been
solved with the conclusion that, strictly speaking, the run
are resonances with finite lifetime, but not exact eigensta
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@4,5#. The second line of research has concentrated on
experimental observation of WSLs. The first unambiguo
observation, in a semiconductor superlattice@6#, demon-
strated that the description given above is incomplete: T
electron-hole interaction in semiconductors dominates
external field, so that, in effect, an excitonic WSL is o
served @6,7#. Though these are well understood and t
electron-hole interaction is unimportant in certain limits@7#,
excitonic WSLs lack the compelling simplicity of Wannier
original proposal. Clearly, its observation requires neu
species, such as atoms or photons. Observations of at
WSLs have been reported recently@8–10#. Here, following
earlier theoretical work@11,12#, we report the observation o
an optical WSL ~line 1 of Table I!.

In previous proposals for optical WSLs it was argued th
the optical equivalent of the uniform electric field in th
electronic problem is a linearly varying refractive inde
@11,12# and that the reflection of electrons by such a field
analogous to total internal reflection@11#. However, since the
latter cannot be achieved at normal incidence with dielect
only, it was proposed to use non-normal incidence@11#,
hence adding considerable complexity to the geometry.
this reason this proposed geometry was never realized.

Here we propose and demonstrate that a WSL can

FIG. 1. ~a! Possible trajectories of charged particles in a unifo
electric field; the field direction indicated applies to negative
charged particles. Moving initially to the right, the particles a
decelerated by the field and reflected at a position that depend
the initial energy. Shown in~b! is the corresponding result when th
potential also has a periodic component. Particles can then und
Bloch oscillations, in which they are localized by the electric fie
on the right-hand side and by Bragg reflection on the left.
2365 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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2366 57de STERKE, BRIGHT, KRUG, AND HAMMON
observed in a chirped Moire´ grating, which is written in the
core of an optical fiber. Even though such gratings have b
fabricated before@13#, the key point of interest here is th
interpretation of the transmission spectrum of such gratin
This spectrum consists of approximately equally spa
transmission fringes@13#, which we interpret as rungs of a
optical WSL.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we expla
why chirped Moirégratings allow one to observe an optic
WSL. In Sec. III we describe the fabrication of such a gr
ing and analyze its spectrum in terms of an optical WSL. W
briefly discuss our results and conclude in Sec. IV.

II. BACKGROUND

As mentioned, here we propose and demonstrate an
cal WSL in a one-dimensional, chirped Moire´ grating @13#,
written in the core of an optical fiber. To understand why t
leads to an optical WSL we briefly review some key prop
ties of gratings. We consider gratings in which the light tra
els perpendicularly to the rulings; then in auniform grating
the light is Bragg reflected in a spectral region cente
about the Bragg frequencyf B . For first-order Bragg reflec
tion @14,15#

f B5
c

2 n̄d
, ~2.1!

where n̄ is the average refractive index andd is the grating
period. The range over which Bragg reflection occurs co
sponds to the photonic band gap of the grating@16#; it is well
known @14,15# that its widthD f bg is given by

D f bg5
Dn

n̄
f B[

c

p n̄
k ~2.2!

defining the coupling coefficientk, which represents the
grating strength per unit length. The parameterDn is the
depth of the grating’s refractive index modulation, correc
for the imperfect overlap between the grating and the opt
field.

We next consider alinearly chirpedgrating, a grating in
which 1/d is a linear function of position. The properties
chirped gratings are well known: Since 1/d varies linearly
with position, so doesf B @Eq. ~2.1!#. Thus different frequen-
cies ~energies! are reflected at different positions along t
grating @14,17#. This is illustrated in Fig. 2~a!, which shows
the two edges of the photonic band gap as a function
position for a linearly chirped grating~short- and long-

TABLE I. Comparison of corresponding concepts from the el
tronic and the optical WSL.

Electronic WSL Optical WSL

electron photon
uniform field ~linear potential! linear chirp
lattice constant Moire´ period
periodic crystal potential periodick
potential drop per period chirp per period
en
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dashed lines!. At a given position, frequencies between the
two lines correspond to the photonic band gap. Thus,
these frequencies the grating acts as a mirror, while for o
frequencies the grating is essentially transparent@14#. The
linear dependence of position of these two lines indicates
linear chirp@see Eq.~2.1!#; the constant separation indicate
that the width of the photonic band gap is constant. In tu
by Eq. ~2.2!, this indicates thatDn, and thusk, is constant.
Shown in Fig. 2~a! by the solid lines are a few typical ligh
trajectories: Different frequencies are all reflected, but at
sitions that depend linearly on frequency~this statement as
sumes that the grating is sufficiently strong; this is certai
true for the grating described in Sec. III!. Of course this
property is identical to the key characteristic of the reflect
of a charged particle by a uniform electric field as schem
cally indicated in Fig. 1~a! ~see also line 2 of Table I!. In
contrast to previously proposed optical geometries@11,12#,
therefore, in a chirped grating there is no need for no
normal incidence to mimic the electric field and the on
dimensional character of the WSL can thus be preserved

Now that we have ‘‘used’’ a chirped grating to achiev
the effect of a uniform electric field, we cannot employ
periodicity again to obtain the optical analog of the Bra
reflection of electrons. We must thus obtain the effect of
periodicity from elsewhere. To do so, we use a grating t
has a periodicity in addition to the basic periodd of the
refractive index. Such superstructure gratings@18,19#, or op-
tical superlattices@20#, were studied earlier in various exper
mental geometries@18,19# and can be obtained by letting a
least one of the parametersd, n̄ , or Dn vary periodically
with position. The particular type of superstructure grati
we use is a Moire´ grating@13#, in analogy to the well-known
Moiré effect. Moiré gratings can be fabricated by superim
posing two gratings with slightly different periodsd1 andd2,
but otherwise identical, in the same length of fiber. It is ea
to see that, due to the beating of the two underlying gratin
Moiré gratings have a large Moire´ periodL, given by

-

FIG. 2. Photonic band diagrams for two types of gratings sho
ing the two edges of the photonic band gap as a function of posi
~short- and long-dashed lines!. That in ~a! is for a linearly chirped
grating,~b! and~c! are for a chirped Moire´ grating. Also shown are
some typical light trajectories using solid and dash-dotted lin
Note the similarity to Fig. 1.
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1

L
5

1

2U 1

d1
2

1

d2
U; ~2.3!

it is this large Moiréperiod that is analogous to the cryst
period in the electronic WSL~line 3 of Table I!.

A more quantitative understanding of our geometry is o
tained by considering the Moire´ grating’s refractive index
distribution

n~z!5 n̄1dn cosS 2pz

d1
D1dn cosS 2pz

d2
D

[ n̄1Dn~z!cosS 2pz

D D , ~2.4!

whereDn was introduced in Eq.~2.2!. The term withd1(d2)
corresponds to the first~second! grating constituting the
Moiré grating; the amplitude of the refractive index profil
of each of these gratings isdn. Further,

Dn~z!52dn cosS 2p

L D , ~2.5!

1

D
5

1

2S 1

d1
1

1

d2
D , ~2.6!

andL was defined in Eq.~2.3!.
Since the grating is linearly chirped,d1,2 depend on posi-

tion according to

1

di
5

1

di
0 1az where i 51,2, ~2.7!

wheredi
0 is a reference period and the chirp parametera is

the rate of change of 1/d with position. Thus the rapidly
varying periodic component of the refractive index~period
D) is a linear function of position~linearly chirped!; we
associate it with the uniform electric field in the electron
WSL. In contrast, the slowly varying periodic component
the refractive index (Dn) has a constant periodL; we asso-
ciate this component with the Bragg reflection. Now acco
ing to Eq.~2.2!, the width of the photonic band gapk}Dn
and it is thus periodic withL as well; this is the optica
equivalent of the periodic crystal potential~line 4 of Table I!.

The width of the photonic band gap is given by Eq.~2.2!
and, using Eqs.~2.4!–~2.7!, for a Moirégrating we can draw
its two edges as a function of position@14#; the result is
shown in Fig. 2~b! by the long- and short-dashed lines. As
Fig. 2~a!, the overall linear ramp represents the linear ch
while the sinusoidal behavior is associated with the Mo´
effect. The periodic crossing of the long- and short-das
lines indicates that consecutive half periods of the Mo´
grating arep out of phase, but are otherwise identical@cf.
Eqs.~2.2! and~2.4!#. Just as for electrons~Fig. 1!, this peri-
odicity spawns sidebands, which gives rise to additio
~Bragg! reflections. In direct analogy to the closed orbits f
electrons shown in Fig. 1~b!, this leads to the periodic orbit
for photons shown in Fig. 2~b!.

Thus the closed photonic orbits in Fig. 2~b! have the same
physical origin of the closed electronic orbits shown in F
1~b!. The analogy between the electronic and the optical c
-
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can now be taken further to obtain the desired result: Th
should be a ladder of closed orbits, separated in space by
superperiodL ~line 5 of Table I! and in frequency by the
chirp per Moiréperiod,

D f 5
c

2 n̄
aL. ~2.8!

Thus our proposed structure shares the defining charact
tics of the electronic WSL~discussed in the first paragraph!
and we thus refer to it as an ‘‘optical WSL.’’ Three orbits o
the type discussed above are indicated schematically by
solid lines in Fig. 2~b!; as required, they are displaced by
Moiré period.

Now recall that adjacent half periods of a Moire´ grating
are out of phase, but are otherwise identical. We there
expect two interleaved WSLs, one associated with the
half periods@solid orbits in Fig. 2~c!, say#, and the other with
the even ones@dash-dotted orbits in Fig. 2~c!#. The two
WSLs cannot be distinguished. In effect, therefore, we
serve an optical WSL in which the orbits are displaced
half a Moiréperiod; spectrally we expect to observe a ladd
with rung spacing half of that in Eq.~2.8!, corresponding to
a spacing in wavelength of

DlWSL5
aLlB

2

4 n̄
, ~2.9!

corresponding the chirp over half a Moire´ period.
Recall that each WSL rung corresponds to a resona

between two ‘‘mirrors,’’ as in a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity. In mea-
suring the transmission spectrum of a chirped Moire´ grating
therefore, we expect periodic high-transmission fring
spaced byDlWSL @Eq. ~2.9!#, each associated with a WS
rung.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The fabrication of fiber gratings relies on the photosen
tivity of germanosilicate glass, such as that in the core of
optical fiber@21#. This process, which is not well understoo
causes the refractive index to increase permanently un
illumination by ultraviolet light at wavelengths around 19
nm and 244 nm. As illustrated in Fig. 3~a!, by interfering two
external beams, tuned around either of these wavelength
the fiber core, a sinusoidal intensity profile results. Beca

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic of the fabrication of a uniform optica
fiber grating. The two beams lead to a sinusoidal interference
tern, which, by the photosensitivity of the core, leads to a grati
The periodic high- and low-intensity regions in the fiber co
which constitute the grating, are shown schematically in~b!.
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2368 57de STERKE, BRIGHT, KRUG, AND HAMMON
of the core’s photosensitivity, a sinusoidal intensity profi
leads to a periodic refractive index distribution, i.e., a grat
@21#. A schematic of such a grating is shown in Fig. 3~b!.

Recall that a Moire´ grating is obtained when two grating
with slightly different periods are written in the same pie
of fiber. We wrote each using two interfering beams of
tense 244-nm light from a frequency-doubled Ar1 laser@21#.
Each grating was exposed by scanning the writing beam
allel to the fiber@22#. The grating length was limited to 2
mm by the optical components. Chirping was achieved
slowly changing the period of the interference pattern as
writing beam was translated.

From the transmission spectrum taken after writing
single chirped grating we inferred thatdn51.32531024

@Eq. ~2.4!#, while the chirp was 0.105 nm/mm, correspondi
to a'1.33105 m22. The uncertainty in these results is abo
10%. This value fora implies that the grating period varie
only by about 75 pm over the 22 mm length of the gratin
Note that this is only a tiny fraction of the average grati
period of about 500 nm@Eq. ~2.1!#. It should also be noted
that our writing method causes a decrease of the refrac
index contrast at the edges of the grating. For this reason,dn,
and thusk @Eq. ~2.2!#, was modeled to have a parabol
shape vanishing at the grating’s edges; we return to this
low. The value fordn given above is the maximum magn
tude of the refractive index modulation amplitude.

After analyzing the first chirped grating, we wrote th
second chirped grating in the same piece of fiber to obta
Moiré grating; the second grating was given a slightly d
ferent period by increasing the set tension of the fiber. T
resulting Moirégrating was first investigated using a sid
probe technique, which lets one measure the magnitud
the refractive index modulation amplitudeuDnu, or, equiva-
lently, uku @Eq. ~2.2!#, as a function of position@23#. Figure 4
shows the result of this measurement. In Fig. 4,uku is given
in arbitrary units, as absolute measurements are quite d
cult using this technique. The main features in Fig. 4 are
to the Moiréeffect and are associated with the slowly var
ing function Dn}k @see Eqs.~2.2! and ~2.5!#. Figure 4
shows that our Moire´ grating is of good quality as the
minima, corresponding to zero crossing ofk, are close to the
noise floor. The Moire´ grating is seen to have a periodL
53.5560.1 mm and is roughly constant over the length

FIG. 4. Result of a side probe measurement of our Moire´ grat-
ing, showing the magnitude of the refractive index modulation a
plitude Dn}uku @see Eq.~2.2!#, as a function of position, with a
resolution of 50mm. The features in the figure result from th
Moiré effect. The individual grating periods have a pitch of le
than 1mm.
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the grating. Figure 4 also confirms the nonuniform envelo
of uku; recall that we approximate this envelope by a p
rabola that vanishes at the edges of the grating.

Shown in Fig. 5 is the measured transmission spectrum
our chirped Moire´ grating. It exhibits nine clear transmissio
peaks, which are spaced by 0.21260.024 nm. The small
standard deviation implies that the peaks are approxima
equally spaced. To prove that these are the rungs of an o
cal WSL, we must show that the spacing equals the ch
over half a Moiréperiod. Given the chirp corresponding t
a'1.33105 m22, as taken from the spectrum of the fir
grating, and the measured valueL53.55 mm from the side
scan~Fig. 4!, using Eq.~2.9! we arrive at a fringe spacing
LWSL50.186 nm, or 12% smaller than the measured val
This discrepancy can easily be accounted for by imper
matching to the spectrum of the first of the two gratin
comprising the Moire´ grating and by imperfections in th
writing of the second of these gratings, which we could n
analyze in isolation.

We thus conclude that the transmission fringes in Fig
are the rungs of an optical WSL, confirming the existen
and the observation of an optical WSL. As an aside, we n
that the spectrum of the first chirped grating alone does
exhibit the sharp, high-visibility features of Fig. 5. The
features thus only occur when both gratings are present,
sistent with our conclusion that the fringes in Fig. 5 are t
rungs of an optical WSL.

Light propagation through Bragg gratings can be mode
using coupled-mode theory@24,15#. It allows one to work
with slowly varying field amplitudes rather than with th
electric field itself. Denoting the amplitudes of the forwa
and backward propagating modes byE1 and E2 , respec-
tively, it is found that these satisfy@15#

1 i
dE1

dz
1d~z!E11k~z!E250,

2 i
dE2

dz
1d~z!E21k~z!E150, ~3.1!

where the detuningd(z) indicates the position of the loca
Bragg frequency with respect to a reference frequency. F
linearly chirped Moire´ grating,k follows from Eqs.~2.2! and
~2.5! and varies sinusoidally with periodL, indicating the
Moiré effect, whiled is a linear function of position with a
slope proportional to the chirp@14,15#:

-

FIG. 5. Experimentally measured transmission spectrum of
chirped Moirégrating. The transmission peaks correspond to W
rungs.
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d~z!522paz. ~3.2!

Figure 6 shows the calculated transmission spectrum,
tained from Eqs.~3.1!. Recall that the parameters require
for this calculation were determined from the side-pro
measurement~Fig. 4! and from the spectrum of the sing
chirped grating, without any fitting parameters, and witho
using Fig. 5. The similarity between Figs. 5 and 6 confir
the inferred values of the key grating parameters.

Using coupled-mode theory, we have also studied
electric field associated with the WSL. We find that at ea
rung the field is strongly peaked, thus exhibiting the requi
localization~see Fig. 2!. More importantly, the fields assoc
ated with adjacent fringes are displaced by half a Moire´ pe-
riod, thus further confirming the identification as the rungs
an optical WSL. The fields associated with the central W
rungs are narrower than a Moire´ period. Though for these
resonances Wannier’s semiclassical picture is thus not q

FIG. 6. Calculated transmission spectrum of a chirped Mo´
grating with length 22 mm, a chirp of 0.105 nm/mm, a parabo
profile for k that vanishes at the edges, and a maximum refrac
index modulationdn51.32531024. The periodsd1 ,d2 are deter-
mined fromL53.55 mm and from the position of the spectrum v
Eqs.~2.3! and ~2.6!.
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appropriate, they do exhibit the optical equivalent of elect
field-induced localization@6#. While for the outer rungs the
resonances are wider, the semiclassical regime, in which
resonances extend over many Moire´ periods, requires a
longer grating than that available for this experiment.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The description of the electronic WSL in Sec. I relies
the wave properties of the electron. Therefore, in princip
any type of wave can be used to observe the WSL. It is t
that an equivalent description of the electronic WSL mak
use of the transfer of electrons between bound states of q
tum wells@8,10#. Such a description could also be applied
the optical WSL described here. The theory that would all
one to do so is currently a topic of active resear
@14,15,25,26#. Finally, note that one could provide a full
quantum electrodynamical description of the optical WS
but such a description would not differ in an essential w
from what was presented here, since in the classical li
bosons reduce to waves.

We have thus observed an optical WSL in a chirp
Moiré grating. We have summarized comparisons betw
electronic and corresponding optical concepts in Table I. T
optical WSL’s crucial feature is the use of neutral speci
thus avoiding the excitonic effects inherent in electron
WSLs. We can make the identification as an optical W
because our structure exhibits the defining characteristic
the electronic WSL: The localized orbits are displaced
~half! a period, leading to spectrum with features occurring
~half! the chirp per Moire´ period. The anomalous factor 1/
is a feature unique to Moire´ gratings and disappears in mo
general grating superstructures.
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